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*   *   * 
 

January 4, 2022 - Happy New Year! Recent online reading & listening 

 

 
 
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3SCsueX2bZdbEzRtKOCEyT 
 
* 
 
Manifesto of the Catholic Laity. Brian Williams, Liturgy Guy, June 13, 2015 
https://liturgyguy.com/2015/06/13/manifesto-of-the-catholic-laity/ 
 

Dated Pentecost 1943, the long forgotten letter was discovered in the Archives of the Archbishop of Westminster… 
‘We utterly repudiate the subversive efforts that are being made to discredit the use of the Latin Liturgy, a 
precious heritage brought to the English people by Saint Augustine of Canterbury from our glorious Apostle, 
Saint Gregory the Great, and which we are proud to have preserved intact these fourteen hundred years, even 
throughout the hardships and dangers of the penal times.’  

 
* 
 
Young Catholics tell bishops: We’re here for the tradition. Church Militant, June 14, 2019 
https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/bishops-ask-young-catholics-why-they-stay-its-the-latin-mass 
 

"I found the beauty of intellectual truth in the teachings of the Church, the True Presence of the Eucharist, and 
the manifestation of both of these things in the reverence and beauty of the Extraordinary Form of the Mass," 
wrote one Catholic Twitter user. 

 
* 
 
You must suffer. Roosh Valizadeh, July 26, 2021 
https://www.rooshv.com/you-must-suffer 
 

The first “gotcha” question that atheists usually demand of believers is “Why does God allow suffering?” Their 
hearts are too hard to understand the answer: because He loves us. Without suffering, we would remain attached 
to the fallen world and its false idols, never turning away from the neon lights and sensual music to work on our 
salvation, because it’s only in pain do we start contemplating the big questions of our existence. 

 
* 
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The growth of the Latin Mass: a survey. Crisis Magazine, July 26, 2021 
https://www.crisismagazine.com/2021/the-growth-of-the-latin-mass-a-survey 
 

First, the number of parishes offering the Traditional Latin Mass (TLM) increased (by 27% – see figure 1)… 
 
Further, the average number of parishioners at each TLM increased (by 34% – see figure 2)… 
 
Combine these two factors, and the overall TLM attendance across all parishes from January 2019 to June 2021 
increased by 71% (see figure 3)… 
 
So at a time when general Mass attendance was decreasing, attendance at the TLM was dramatically increasing.  
 
Nevertheless, TLM-attending Catholics still make up a very small minority in the Church. As noted, 658 parishes 
(pre-Traditionis Custodes) offer at least one TLM regularly. However, there are 16,702 total Catholic parishes in 
the United States, according to the most recent data. Thus, only 4% of parishes offer even one TLM on a regular 
(although not necessarily weekly) basis. In the ocean of American Catholicism, attendance at the TLM is still a 
small, albeit growing, bucket.  

 
* 
 
“Why do so many still believe? Dr. Mattias Desmet, Professor of Clinical Psychology at Ghent University, Belgium, 
gives an exceptionally incisive explanation. Ray Harvey, JournalPulp, Sept. 22, 2021 
 
http://journalpulp.com/2021/09/22/why-do-so-many-still-believe-dr-mattias-desmet-professor-of-clinical-psychology-
at-ghent-university-belgium-gives-an-exceptionally-incisive-explanation/ 
 
[Re: mass formation] 
  

For the last eighteen months, since the lunacy over the Wuhan virus officially began, I’ve not heard a single 
person address — let alone address insightfully — the one thing above all others which for me, from right off, was 
the total giveaway to this entire deadly farce.  
 
There were in fact two things very early on that couldn’t be reconciled — the most immediate of which was the 
instant calculation by the powers-that-be of fatality rates before anything close to widespread testing had been 
done. This remains one of the truest giveaways: you cannot calculate fatality rates before you know infection 
rates, and you cannot know infection rates before widespread testing… 
 
This second thing I’m speaking of — the something that not one person among even the most dedicated and 
zealous catastrophists, not doctor, not scientist, not politician, not anyone, has ever addressed, even when I’ve 
directly and repeatedly asked — is this: 
 
How can anyone who purports to care about human life begin to justify the incalculable, irrefutable death and 
destruction these reckless and completely ineffective lockdown policies are having upon the innocent third-world 
poor, all across the world? 
 
How can any sane person justify creating astronomically more death and misery, and for an indefinite period of 
time, for a coronavirus which when treated with safe, abundant, inexpensive, effective, early-treatment protocols 
is far less lethal than the seasonal flu?… 
 
[After explaining mass formation, Desmet states in the video1:  
 
“In my opinion, the most important thing for people to do is to continue to speak out. Even if it’s just to say that 
you don’t agree with the mainstream narrative: because mass formation is provoked by the specific voice it’s 
gotten used to. Really, you have to take this literally. Totalitarian leaders know this very well: they start every 
new day with thirty minutes of propaganda, in which the voice of the leader constantly penetrates the 
consciousness of the population. So without mass media and without the ability to confront people, time and time 
again, with the voices of the leaders, no mass formation could continue as long as it continued in Germany and 

 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLDpZ8daIVM 
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then in the Soviet Union. And the opposite of this is also true: if other voices are available in the public space, 
then the mass hypnosis will be disturbed.” 

 
* 
 
Time to bring this madness to an end. Daniel Miller, The Conservative Woman, Dec. 16, 2021 
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/time-to-bring-this-madness-to-an-end/ 
 

It remains the responsibility of people in a free society to hold the government to account, as opposed to obeying 
their diktats slavishly, by thinking for themselves based on a rational analysis of all facts. Individuals must not 
only be reminded of their civic duties, but take active measures to re-establish the necessary conditions for their 
exercise. What Edmund Burke called the ‘little platoons’ of society must be rebuilt. 
 
By presenting the urgency of this situation in the starkest possible terms the pandemic is producing a re-
politicisation of the public sphere, for which we should be grateful. It is true that there is no going back. Not only 
the current regime but also the conditions which enabled it to come into being must be destroyed.  
 
We should take our inspiration from Gandhi’s satyagraha, that is, not only passive resistance, but the force that 
is generated through adherence to truth. Gandhi said: ‘I believe that no government can exist for a single moment 
without the co-operation of the people, willing or forced, and if people suddenly withdraw their co-operation in 
every detail, the government will come to a standstill.’  
 
We’ll see it happen. 

 
* 
 
The spiritual abuse continues. Eric Sammons, Crisis Magazine, Dec. 18, 2021 
https://www.crisismagazine.com/2021/the-spiritual-abuse-continues 
 

I’ve spoken to many people in the last year who started attending the Traditional Latin Mass only recently. I’ve 
found that they are not the nostalgic, anti-Vatican II “rad trad” stereotype pushed by the Vatican. When these 
newcomers think about Vatican II, which isn’t often, they see it as a historical event, not a super-council that 
must dominate their entire Catholic life. They do not consider the 1950’s an Immaculate Era to which we must 
return. They are just regular Catholics trying to live their Catholic faith in an age of confusion. 
  
They simply desire to draw closer to Christ and they find that the Traditional Latin Mass far better facilitates 
that than their experiences at their diocesan parish. Most of thkem have good friends at and fond memories of 
their old parishes, but they simply could not grow in their faith anymore where the liturgy was celebrated in a 
casual manner, with greater concern for COVID protocols than liturgical protocols. These newcomers are not 
embarking on an ideological jihad against modernism; they just want to reverently and beautifully worship the 
Lord. 
  
And note, they are not finding this consolation in a local Protestant church or a secular movement; they are 
finding it in the Mass under which countless saints were formed for centuries. As Pope Benedict XVI said, “What 
earlier generations held as sacred, remains sacred and great for us too, and it cannot be all of a sudden entirely 
forbidden or even considered harmful.” To say that Catholics are being harmed by attending the Traditional Latin 
Mass and that it thus must be eliminated undermines the entire Catholic religion. 
 
If this Mass was spiritually enriching for Catholics in the 1920’s, then it cannot be declared spiritually harmful 
for Catholics in the 2020’s. Otherwise we must question the very foundations of our Faith. 

 
* 
 
Message to the American People. Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano, Scribd, Dec. 19, 2021 
https://www.scribd.com/document/548169431/Message-for-American-People-Vigano-Dec-19#from_embed/his-
excellency-archbishop-carlo-maria-vigano-message-to-the-american-people/ 
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Today more and more people are opening their eyes and beginning to understand that the emergency pandemic 
and the “ecological emergency” are part of a criminal plan hatched by the World Economic Forum, the UN, the 
WHO, and a galaxy of organizations and foundations that are ideologically characterized as clearly anti-human 
and – this needs to be said clearly – anti-Christian. One of the elements that unequivocally confirms the criminal 
nature of the Great Reset is the perfect synchrony with which all the different Nations are acting, demonstrating 
the existence of a single script under a single direction. 
 
And it is disconcerting to see how the lack of treatment, the deliberately wrong treatments that have been given 
in order to cause more deaths, the decision to impose lockdowns and masks, the conspiratorial silence about the 
adverse effects of the so-called “vaccines” that are in fact gene serums, and the continuous repetition of culpable 
errors have all been possible thanks to the complicity of those who govern and the institutions. Political and 
religious leaders, representatives of the people, scientists and doctors, journalists and those who work in the 
media have literally betrayed their people, their laws, their Constitutions, and the most basic ethical principles… 
 
You are animated by a yearning for justice, and this is a legitimate and good desire. “Blessed are those who 
hunger and thirst for righteousness,” says the Lord (Mt 5:6). But this Justice must be based on the awareness 
that this is a spiritual battle in which it is necessary to take sides without equivocation and without compromise, 
holding transcendent and eternal references that even the pagan philosophers glimpsed, and that have found 
fulfillment in the Revelation of the Son of God, the Divine Master… 

 
* 
 
Quo vadis? Faith is at a crossroads as the Great Reset looms. Michael Driver, The Conservative Woman, Dec. 20, 2021 
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/quo-vadis-faith-is-at-a-crossroads-as-the-great-reset-looms/ 
 

We’re at a crossroads as a species. Do we abdicate responsibility for ourselves to this collection of billionaires or 
do we assume responsibility for our own future? Do we join an alliance against them? This decision is going to 
require faith.   
 
Why? Because we simply have too much information to reason the decision. We’re not going to read all the 
scientific papers, we’re incapable of processing all the data, we’re literally overwhelmed with conflicting reports, 
papers and opinions. A deluge of propaganda from compromised sources.   
 
Any decision must be made outside of reason. The direction we take, we take on faith. Faith in our new leaders, 
or faith in our old religions and our previous beliefs.  

 
* 
 
On domed cities and doomed dreams. John Michael Greer, Ecosophia, Dec. 20, 2021 
https://www.ecosophia.net/on-domed-cities-and-doomed-dreams/ 
 

During the first half of the twentieth century, most of the world’s industrial nations ended up being run by a 
managerial elite that claimed the right to rule on the basis of their allegedly superior understanding of the way 
the world works—and the “superior understanding” in question was based on a knowledge of abstractions. That 
process began in 1917 with the Russian Revolution and ended in 1945 with the imposition of technocratic 
governments all across conquered Europe and Japan; the beginning of Franklin Roosevelt’s first term in 1933 is 
a good start date for the process here in the United States… 
 
Charles Fort pointed out many years ago that the prestige of science depends on a slick public-relations scheme 
whereby every success is trumpeted to the skies while every failure is swept under the nearest available rug. The 
same is true of the prestige of the managerial classes in today’s world. These days, their predictions and projects 
fail far more often than they succeed, but the corporate media can be counted on to yell all day and night about 
their successes and pretend that the failures never happened. There are plenty of reasons why so few people these 
days believe anything that comes from official channels, but that’s one of the big ones. 
 
The logic behind this self-defeating habit is that our managerial aristocrats can’t simply step away from the claim 
that their mastery of abstractions gives them superior insight into the world of everyday affairs. That claim is 
what justifies their present condition of privilege, but it’s also the foundation of their collective identity. Like so 
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many people cornered by the consequences of their own errors, accordingly, the managerial class has reacted to 
its failures by doubling down. 

 
* 
 
Whose body is it anyway? Emina Melonic, American Greatness, Dec. 21, 2021 
https://amgreatness.com/2021/12/21/whose-body-is-it-anyway/ 
 

This is the second year of this absurdity, and it’s pretty clear that the current regime, not just in the United 
States but globally, is trying to create a social hierarchy based on medical status (which is really just code for 
obedience)… 
 
Today we are facing an economic commodification of human beings in which capitalism blends with an ideology 
of surveillance. By creating a division between the vaccinated and unvaccinated, globalist regimes are effectively 
speaking the language of “in-valids” and “valids.” The “valids” have access to certain services because they’ve 
been “good” in the eyes of the government, and the “in-valids” don’t have a right even to ask for those services, 
let alone use them. Instead of the genetic superiority presented in “Gattaca,” however, the regimes are presenting 
a medical emergency, invoking false morality about saving lives, and bullying and shaming those who dare to ask 
questions.  
 
In the meantime, nobody is actually enjoying life, and this includes the vaccinated people. The regime brings no 
promise of freedom or special goods, only misery and a demand for continued compliance and weakness. Regimes 
thrive on fear, and the question remains whether the majority of people will recognize and realize they are not 
free, and that demands will continue to pile on because ideology knows no logic, science, or human singularity. 

 
* 
 
“The Mask Has Fallen”: Interview with Dr. Kwasniewski. Rorate Caeli, Dec. 21, 2021 
https://rorate-caeli.blogspot.com/2021/12/the-mask-has-fallen-interview-with-dr.html 
 

…Unquestionably the Latin Mass is here to stay. If the progressives couldn’t stamp it out in the 1970s, when 
there were far fewer traditionalists and the Church’s hierarchy, especially the pope, could still expect and 
sometimes even receive prompt assent to their decrees, however absurd, then there’s not even a remote chance of 
the now dinosaurian nostalgics and their ambitious hangers-on getting away with it in the 2020s. As a matter of 
fact, Traditionis Custodies has re-energized a traditionalist movement that was in danger of a bit of complacency 
and comfort. Things had become almost easy in some places, and now suddenly it’s “back to the seventies” where 
you have to fight for what you love. That’s the secret of persecution: it makes the Church stronger. The same will 
be true here. 

 
* 
 
 
It’s time to occupy the churches. Sean McClinch, OnePeterFive, Dec. 21, 2021 
https://onepeterfive.com/its-time-to-occupy-the-churches/ 
 

…We have been beaten by our own father in the name of mercy and marginalized in the name of unity. Abusing 
his office, he has transgressed our rights to the ancient Mass – what our forefathers bled and died to pass down 
to us. 
 
As a friend recently remarked to my wife and I, “Traditional liturgy is our birthright.” I refuse to beg and grovel 
for what rightly belongs to my brethren and me by inheritance, just as I don’t thank art museum curators for 
refraining from spray painting graffiti all over the Renaissance sculptures. 

 
* 
 
True obedience vs. revolution in the church. Peter Kwasniewski, Crisis Magazine, Dec. 23, 2021 
https://www.crisismagazine.com/2021/true-obedience-vs-revolution-in-the-church 
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Even as secular rulers do not have an authority that simply overrides a citizen’s own exercise of reason and the 
voice of his conscience, so too in the realm of grace ecclesiastical rulers do not have an authority that simply shuts 
down the believer’s reason and evacuates his responsibility before God to love the Church’s common good more 
than any personal good of anyone. 

 
* 
 
Pomposity cannot stand ridicule: A canon lawyer draws lessons from Communist history. Fr. Timothy T. Ferguson, 
JCL, STL, Rorate Caeli, Dec. 23, 2021 
https://rorate-caeli.blogspot.com/2021/12/pomposity-cannot-stand-ridicule-canon.html 
 

The recent news that that Holy See has made known its interest in what parishes advertise in their bulletins 
(after sixty years of parishes advertising blatant heresy and heterodoxy with impunity) reminds me of the 
Lithuanian Soviet government’s requirement that religious entities pass every alteration of their churches 
through a labyrinthine approval process, designed specifically to halt alterations and frustrate religion.  
 
The response of the Lithuanian Catholics at the time: inundate the bureaucracy with a flood of requests. The 
priest’s chair needs to be moved ten inches forward, then the kneeler needs to be moved three feet to the left, then 
the potted plant that was next to the kneeler needs to be moved to the other side of the sanctuary, then the lamp 
that was on the other side of the sanctuary needs to be moved down one step... and so on. If the forms needed to 
be filled out in triplicate, there was a small army of church ladies who filled out every last line on the forms so 
that Father could drop off the 180 requests to the office for processing—standing in line with another 50 priests 
behind him requesting the same sort of alterations. The government backed off, and eventually the whole system 
collapsed. 

 
* 
 
The Zoom class gets Covid. Jeffrey Tucker, Brownstone Institute, Dec. 27, 2021 
https://brownstone.org/articles/the-zoom-class-gets-covid/ 
 

Now that the people who tried to protect themselves are no longer able to do so, we are seeing a sudden rethinking 
of disease stigmatization, class disdain, and the treatment of others as sandbags to shield people based on class. 
Now it is suddenly no longer a sin to be sick. 

 
* 
 
The Covid narrative is insane and illogical…and maybe that’s no accident. Maybe forcing people to believe your lies, 
even after you admit you’re lying, is the purest form of power. Kit Knightly, Off-Guardian, Dec. 29, 2021 
https://off-guardian.org/2021/12/29/the-covid-narrative-is-insane-and-illogical-and-maybe-thats-no-accident/ 
 

You can never control people with the truth, because the truth has an existence outside yourself that cannot be 
altered or directed. It may be the truth itself that controls people, not you. 
 
You can never force people to obey rules that make sense, because they may be obeying reason, not your force. 
 
True power lies in making people afraid of something that does not exist, and making them abandon reason in 
the name of protecting themselves from the invented threat. 

 
* 
 
yes, the vaccines were supposed to stop covid spread. yes, the "experts" told us so. adventures in revisionist history. el 
gato malo, Substack, Dec. 30, 2021 
https://boriquagato.substack.com/p/yes-the-vaccines-were-supposed-to 
 

the revisionist history around vaccines is getting pretty extreme. let’s be VERY clear: 
 

• yes, they were promised to stop spread, contagion, and provide herd immunity. 
• yes, those promises were made by the same “experts” currently claiming “vaccines were never supposed to 

stop spread, just reduce severity.” 
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• yes, they were so committed to this that they literally changed the definition of “herd immunity” to 
EXCLUDE natural immunity. 

 
(of course, they then changed the definition of “vaccine” as well to make this look like less of a failure) 
 

• and yes, all the unprecedented lock down and mask up policies were pushed explicitly as “only necessary 
until we get the vaccines.” 

 
* 
 
Vaccine-injured pilots put FAA on notice - Call to Action. April Moss interview transcript, Thinking Conservative, 
Dec. 30, 2021. 
https://www.thethinkingconservative.com/vaccine-injured-pilots-put-faa-on-notice-call-to-action/ 
 

So, essentially what’s happened at the FAA, it’s completely unprecedented that they have ever allowed pilots to 
take an experimental, experimental medication like this in mass. There are zero long-term safety studies that 
have ever been completed on this vaccine. We don’t know, we don’t know what’s going to happen down the road. 
But what we are seeing is a massive uptick in blood clots and strokes and Myocarditis, specifically. I hear from 
from pilots frequently that are losing their medicals, and like I said previously, we represent twenty six airlines, 
that’s, that’s a lot of pilots and flight attendants that I hear from. And I can tell you that, you know, just, just 
recently, as recently as the past few days, there have been multiple medical divergence within the airline 
industry, one for a heart attack that I’m aware of specifically, and another one, I believe it was an American 
Airlines pilot last week, actually suffered a stroke while in cruise. 

 
* 
 
Six Cultish Things Globalist Elites Want You to Look Forward To in 2022—and Beyond! Stella Morabito, American 
Greatness, Dec. 30, 2021 
https://amgreatness.com/2021/12/30/six-cultish-things-globalist-elites-want-you-to-look-forward-to-in-2022-and-
beyond/ 
 

Though much has come to pass, including genetic engineering and the surveillance state, there’s proof enough 
that we can’t predict the future with certainty. 
 
Even so, we humans love to prophesy. So, for that job, who you gonna call? Well, we could call on some folks—
mostly billionaires—working for a monopoly on the future. These are your globalists and transhumanists who 
have an advantage in predicting the future by just telling you what your future will be like while blockading the 
alternatives. 

 
* 
 
Coffee and Covid - Dec. 31, 2021. Jeff Childers, Substack. 
https://www.coffeeandcovid.com/p/-coffee-and-covid-friday-december-7d4 
 
[Excellent year-in-review look back at 2021.] 
 

If mass testing of asymptomatic people ends, the pandemic WILL officially be over. Think about it. There won’t 
be any thousands of “cases” for the media to report. Deaths will fall even lower if hospitals stop testing every 
person who comes in the door. 

 
* 
 
Do Not Take Part in the Lie. Robert Malone, Substack, Dec. 31, 2021 
https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/do-not-take-part-in-the-lie 
 

So, don’t let the fear-porn get to you – Omicron is coming to a town, village, city, restaurant, or grocery store near 
you. But for the vast majority of us, we will be fine. We have tools to fight this more mild variant, and there are 
life-saving treatments. Just work to stay or get as healthy as you can, eat your vitamins, eat real food and go get 
some exercise! 
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I will end with a quote from F. A. Hayek, (1974 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences): “‘Emergencies' have always 
been the pretext on which the safeguards of individual liberty have been eroded -- and once they are suspended 
it is not difficult for anyone who has assumed such emergency powers to see to it that the emergency persists. 

 
* 
 
What if the largest experiment on human beings in history is a failure? Robert Malone, Substack, January 2, 2022 
https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/what-if-the-largest-experiment-on 
 
“…Indiana life insurance CEO says deaths are up 40% among people ages 18-64.”2  
 

This headline is a nuclear truth bomb masquerading as an insurance agent’s dry manila envelope full of actuarial 
tables… 
 
This article reads like a dry description of an avoidable mass casualty event caused by a mandated experimental 
medical procedure. One for which all opportunities for the victims to have become self-informed about the 
potential risks have been methodically erased from both the internet and public awareness by an international 
corrupt cabal...” 

 
* 
 
Update on Physician Whistleblower: Since Dr. Lee’s Pleas To CDC/FDA Regarding Serious COVID-19 Vaccine Injuries 
Remain Unaddressed, She Has Escalated Her Concerns To Congress. Aaron Siri, Substack, Jan. 3, 2022. 
https://aaronsiri.substack.com/p/update-on-physician-whistleblower 
 

Dr. Lee had a Zoom meeting with six federal health officials, including Dr. Peter Marks of the FDA and Dr. Tom 
Shimabukuro of the CDC.  The meeting left Dr. Lee more frustrated than she had been prior to the meeting – the 
officials had no interest in the specific harms she detailed, even after hearing the heartbreaking and traumatic 
stories that Dr. Lee shared about her individual patients.  Without asking a single question or reviewing any of 
the relevant medical records, Dr. Lee was effectively told that COVID-19 vaccines did not cause these injuries in 
her patients. 

 
* 
 
Coffee & Covid - January 3, 2022. Jeff Childers, Substack. 
https://www.coffeeandcovid.com/p/-coffee-and-covid-monday-january 
 

“...it occurred to me that, since Omicron prefers the injected, had the CDC stuck with its original 14-day 
quarantine, employers who followed the guidance and enforced vaccine mandates could have most of their 
workforce out for up to 18 days ... That could put a lot of folks out of business, or in the uncomfortable position of 
— like my client’s employer — having to hire back their uninjected workers at huge premiums... 
 
So, it’s possible, even likely, that the CDC was NOT responding to the Delta Airlines letter or to the NFL, but 
instead was trying to avoid a wholesale, nationwide disaster where the CDC would ultimately be the one who got 
blamed. So they just changed the rules, again. 
 
It’s nice when you are completely unaccountable and can change the rles whenever you want.” 

 
* 
 
The treatment nihilism of our government continues unabated. Daniel Horowitz, The Blaze, Jan. 4, 2022 
https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/horowitz-the-treatment-nihilism-of-our-government-continues-unabated 
 

Clearly, the goal was never to flatten the hospitalization curve. The politicians and the hospital administrators 
(if not the doctors on the floor) are enjoying full hospitals and the power and money they bring in. Everyone knows 
the best way to clear the hospitals is to treat early and outpatient, when the virus is much easier to control. 

 
2 https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-are-up-40-among-people-ages-18-64/article_71473b12-6b1e-
11ec-8641-5b2c06725e2c.html 
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*  *  * 
 
Jan. 4, 2022 - State College Area School District finally asks for parent feedback about pandemic 
policies and practices. After almost two years of inflicting them. 
 
Letter to parents from SCASD Superintendent Bob O’Donnell: 

 
Dear Parents and Guardians: 
 
As a follow-up to our communication last Friday, we are receiving questions and concerns from some of our 
families. Because we value your feedback, we’d like to hear your thoughts about our safety mitigations, 
educational plans, or whatever else you might like to convey related to the pandemic. Gathering this information 
will help us with our future communications to improve everyone’s understanding of everything we are doing to 
make our schools as safe as possible. 
 
If you have questions, concerns or feedback, please fill out this form. 
Thank you for your time and continued commitment to our district.  

 
* 
 
Here’s what I wrote in the survey text box: 
 

I think the pandemic ended in May 2020 after the first wave. I think the disease is treatable with cheap, safe 
medications, and that children, teens and most adults are not at risk of serious illness and death. I think the 
lockouts, online learning, masking, social distancing, testing, contact tracing, isolation and coerced medical 
treatment (mRNA injections) policies and practices imposed by school board, administrators, and teachers — at 
the alleged advice of the unelected, non-public, unaccountable “health” advisory board — have been unscientific, 
immoral and criminal abuses of the bodies and minds of students. 

 
* 
 
I continue to practice the difficult task of loving and praying for my enemies. 
  
I also fight, to the best of my human ability, to stop the cruelty of the persecutors, and work to heal the wounds of my 
loved ones, while asking for — and receiving — help and guidance from God through prayer. 
 
*  *  * 
 
Jan. 6, 2022 - Mass formation; self-destructive nature of totalitarianism; and the teleopolitical history of 
Poland 
 
 Two days ago, in my reading of The Keys of This Blood, by Malachi Martin, I reached “Polishness and Papacy,” 
“The Pacts of Polishness,” and “The Pacts of Extinction.” (Chapters 26-28, pp. 489-536). 
 Yesterday, I listened to a January 4, 2022 podcast interview of Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Peter McCullough and Dr. 
Mattias Desmet, on the topic of mass formation3.   
 Today, I listened to a podcast interview of Dr. Desmet, on the same topic, conducted in September 2021.4  
I strongly encourage readers to listen to both podcasts. 
 My understanding of mass formation, as explained by Dr. Desmet, is as follows. 
 

1. It is an emergent phenomenon that can occur when certain preconditions exist in a given population of 
humans. It has happened throughout history. 20th century examples include Nazi Germany, Stalinist Russia, 
Maoist China and McCarthyite America.  

2. Those societal preconditions include widespread free-floating anxiety and depression; lack of close social 
connections (loneliness or social atomization); and lack of meaning in people’s lives: both personal meaning 

 
3 https://rumble.com/vrxr3n-tpc-653-dr.-mattias-desmet-dr.-robert-malone-dr.-peter-mccullough-mass-form.html 
4 https://youtu.be/uLDpZ8daIVM 
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and meaningful work. Those preconditions are related to and reinforce one another, because humans are social 
animals; we need connections with other humans and a sense of purpose. 

3. People living in such conditions are in a great deal of psychological and spiritual pain, but the free-floating 
character of the pain means that there’s no clear object on which they can focus their attention or their efforts 
to relieve the agony. They are living in a “normal” which is all but intolerable. 

4. A new narrative — such as the Covid narrative — is a symptomatic solution. It relieves the pain by 
establishing an object on which they can focus their attention, and in doing so, provides them with social 
connections (“We’re all in this together”) and a new sense of meaning. It also narrows their focus as a group, 
to exclude other aspects of reality (collateral damage - https://collateralglobal.org/about/), much like individual 
hypnosis narrows the focus of the hypnotized person to exclude perception of any stimuli outside the object 
centered by the hypnotist. 

5. The social bonds and sense of meaning and purpose generated by participation in the new object (the societal 
fight against Covid) produce extreme solidarity. This is the formation of a mass, or “mass formation.” 

6. Once political leaders (elected presidents and prime ministers, along with endorsed public health experts) 
have established and maintained the narrative, those who have joined it whole-heartedly — usually about 
30% of a population — will strongly resist all efforts by those outside the formation (dissenters from the 
narrative) to point out that the object is artificial, false or dangerous, to break the spell, to wake them up from 
the hypnosis. 

7. They will fight against dissenters and attempt to eradicate dissent because those in the mass formation 
experience less psychological pain in the “new normal” than they did in the socially-atomized, 
meaninglessness, loneliness and bullshit jobs -- https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/34466958-bullshit-jobs 
-- of the “old normal.” For this excellent reason, they do not want to wake up, and will fight as if under 
existential threat to stay inside the mass formation. 

8. The leaders have a strong interest in maintaining the cohesion of the mass formation, and demonizing the 
dissenters, because when the people within a mass formation do wake up and realize that many things they 
previously valued highly (such as civil liberties) have been taken from them during the episode, they tend to 
kill the leaders who led them into the mass formation and took those things from them. 

9. It’s not a matter of “if” the mass formation will wake up. It’s only a matter of “when,” and how much of the 
rest of society is destroyed during the process, because totalitarian systems are intrinsically self-destructive.  

 
* 
 
 According to Desmet, the dissenter group, those who resist participation in mass formations, comprise a very 
heterogenous group, and also make up about 30% of the population. The remaining 40% go along with the mass 
formation rituals — such as coerced masking, testing, isolation, and medical treatments — but don’t fully enter the 
hypnosis.  
 Desmet reports that many people who have tried to answer the question “Why are some people not affected by 
mass formation?” such as Gustave LeBon5 and Hannah Arendt6, have failed to come up with a good answer. 
 Mass formation resisters come from many different educational, intellectual, social, political, ethnic, racial, 
economic, religious and other perspectives, and many different individual psychological profiles. Desmet speculates 
that one commonality among those who are resisting the current Covid mass formation may be an aversion to the 
transhumanist or Great Reset project promoted by the World Economic Forum and its main public advocate, Klaus 
Schwab. 
 The Great Reset transhumanist vision is to create a global, worldwide totalitarianism that would have no external 
enemies — no Allied armies to fight against the Nazi project, and no capitalist economic system to fight against the 
communism of the Soviet Union, for example.  
 Global transhumanism would have only internal enemies, who would be marginalized from society — by things 
like vaccine passports and social credit scores — but maintained in ghettoes in sufficient numbers to maintain the 
enemy class so essential to the cohesion of the totalitarian society itself. 
 
* 
 
 Desmet, Malone and McCullough all recommend that those who are resisting continue to speak up in truth.  
Continue to point out the falseness of assertions and the logical incoherence of arguments presented by compromised, 
non-credible authorities.  
 Continue to provide credible data and sound arguments that contradict the false narrative.  

 
5 https://www.amazon.com/Crowd-Gustave-Lebon/dp/1515435911 
6 https://archive.org/details/TheOriginsOfTotalitarianism 
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 Continue to connect with each other. 
 As Desmet put it, such efforts may make the hypnosis less deep but will not be enough to break the mass 
formation. 
 Those efforts will, however, be enough to prevent the next step in the totalitarian program, which is the atrocities 
step: the concentration camps, gulags, torture and mass murder exemplified by Hitler’s Germany, Stalin’s Russia, 
Mao Zedung’s China, Pol Pot’s Cambodia and other totalitarian societies. The survivors of those regimes have warned 
the world in recent decades, and many are rallying the resistance now -- (https://twcritical.libsyn.com/vera-sharav) 
Desmet explained: when the dissenters go silent — whether from censorship (government-, corporate- or self-), 
imprisonment or execution — the system escalates its attacks to the next cohort of insufficiently-loyal, because it must 
have an enemy to sustain itself.  
 Dissenters must keep speaking to block that escalation. 
 When asked about what could break the mass formation, Desmet has made a few interesting points. He describes 
the attachment between the people in the mass formation and the object of their anxiety — in this case Covid fear — 
as a sort of psychological welding created by the high psychological ‘heat’ of the anxious, socially-atomized mind, which 
then cools and fuses the two together as they find pain relief in participation in the rituals and beliefs of the Covid 
narrative.  
 One possibility, he suggests, is to raise the psychological heat up again, by refocusing the anxiety on a new object, 
such as the threat of totalitarian atrocities. Such an approach could soften the weld, break the mass formation’s 
connection to Covid and reattach it to totalitarianism instead. 
 But Desmet is also clear that such an approach has severe risks of its own, because (if I understand correctly) it’s 
still only a symptomatic solution. It doesn’t address the underlying global absence of social connections and absence 
of meaning that created the truly painful conditions for the global mass formation to arise in the first place. 
 
* 
 
 Desmet and many others in the resistance are acutely aware that something other than transhumanist 
totalitarianism must be offered that will relieve the existential human pain, because those in the mass formation have 
good reasons to refuse a return to the intolerable “old normal” they left behind when they joined the Covid narrative. 
Other paths forward, those that are not the Great Reset, are referred to as the Great Awakening and the Anti-Globalist 
Alliance. Both terms, and their proponents, such as Q-Anon and Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano, are vilified by the 
scribes of the Great Reset in the mass media and global governments.  
 They are vilified because, again, the leaders of the global totalitarian project need to maintain the cohesion of the 
mass formation, and need to stoke the hatred of those in the mass formation against those outside of it, to keep the 
Great Reset moving forward. 
 
* 
 
 This brings us to the teleopolitics of Poland. 
 Until reading Malachi Martin’s account in The Keys of This Blood, I didn’t know or appreciate the profound 
significance, of the historical record that the Polish nation was consecrated to Christ, the Pope and the Roman Catholic 
Church through the Piast Pact of 990 AD, signed by King Mieszko I. 
 From that teleopolitical foundation, they went on to establish a Catholic Constitutional monarchy with the Act 
of Union, signed in 1413 by Grand Duke Wladyslaw Jagiello to formally unite the people and territories of Poland and 
Lithuania. 
 In 1573, Martin reports, the Sejm of the Unitary Republic adopted a second, Interrex pact, to deal with the 
vulnerability created during transitions between elected monarchs. The legislature conferred power on the Primate 
Bishop of Poland “to protect the sovereignty and the religion of the Poles” between elected kings. 
 Beginning in 1648, a series of invasions and attacks by Turkish and Swedish armies, including a 40-day siege of 
the Paulite Monastery on Jasna Gora (“Bright Mountain”), ended with a retreat of the Swedish army. The monastery 
had housed a famous icon of the Blessed Virgin Mary and the infant Jesus — the Black Madonna7 — since 1382. 
 In 1655, in thanksgiving for Poland’s deliverance, and to solicit her continued protection, King Jan Kazimierz 
“proclaimed Mary to be Queen of the Kingdom of Poland.” 
 

“It is known to all,” the Jagiellonian agreement [of 990 AD] declared, “that a man will not attain salvation if he 
is not sustained by divine love, which does no wrong, radiates goodness, reconciles those in discord, unites those 
who quarrel, dissipates hatred, puts an end to anger, furnishes for all the food of peace…” 
 

 
7 http://www.catholicnewsworld.com/2016/08/saint-august-26-our-lady-of-czestochowa.html 
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 “Through that love, laws are established, kingdoms are maintained, cities are set in order, and the well-being of 
the State is brought to the highest level…May this love make us equal, whom religion and identity of laws and 
privileges have already joined.” 
 
Suddenly, a new geopolitical principle was defined. Two independent states agreed upon union through love 
rather than conquest. And, with that new principle, came three cast-iron consequences: No use of armed forces 
to conquer others, recourse to armed force only in self-defense, and enlargement of the state only through 
voluntary union between peoples. 
 
…The blessings on Jagiellonian Poland were as extraordinary and improbable as the Act of Union itself. It would 
take the other important powers of Europe three hundred years before they were capable of establishing the social 
organization, the legal bases and the political institutions sufficient to guarantee — at least in principle — the 
fundamental rights of human dignity and freedom that came to be constitutionally and civilly granted in the full 
flowering of the Republic of Poland. 
 
The structural principle of the new republic — for so it was — was a political system of local legislatures (sejmik) 
and a national legislature (the Sejm) based on a pluralistic society and aimed at a perfect equilibrium between 
power and freedom. In 1494, the Sejm became bicameral, with a chamber of deputies and a senate. From that 
time on, organs of democracy clearly recognizable to us as our models fairly sprouted from the constitutional 
monarchy of Poland. 
 
General elections were instituted — the first in the world as we know it in history. Watchdog senatorial 
committees were set up to attend to such worries as the rights and limitations of the Polish constitutional 
monarchy — only the Sejm, for example, could commit the country to war and ratify treaties — and to guard 
against corruption in government. A state treasury and a tax court of the treasury were established. Lower courts 
with elected judges led upward to a Supreme Court of Appeals, and dealt with intricate legislative, civil and 
religious systems based on the principle of habeus corpus, which had already been adopted by the Act of Krakow 
in 1433. 
 
The list of Poland’s sociopolitical accomplishments during the course of the fifteenth century went far beyond the 
merely improbable. The development and concrete application of such principles as government with the consent 
of the governed, freedom of religion, the definition and protection of personal rights and freedoms, general 
elections, and constitutional checks and balances to curb any autocratic tendencies on the part of the state, all 
remain enviable today… 
 
There were no religious wars and no anti-Semitic pogroms in the Unitary Republic [formed when Ruthenia joined 
the alliance in 1569]. Rather, there was a consciously adopted principle of religious freedom. Filled with a vast 
majority of Roman Catholics, the Republic practiced a form of religious pluralism and tolerance still lacking in 
Europe and the Americas. Nor was this principle of religious freedom based on some vague theory of the rights 
of man. It was rooted in the specific and basic law proposed at the Council of Constance (1414-18)8 by a Polish 
delegate, Pawel Wlodkowicz: “License to convert [by preaching and example] is not a license to kill or expropriate.” 
 
Thus, as the religion-based hate generated by the Protestant Reformation reached its height in the 1600s, the 
First Polish Republic was an extraordinary spectacle — a multi-ethnic and multiconfessional commonwealth 
based on a cosmopolitan idea of human membership in the family of nations and peoples. Poland had developed 
a working model of participative democracy. 
 
So determined were the Poles to live by such principles that in 1645 at Torun, King Wladyslaw IV held the 
Colloquium Caritativum — the Loving Dialogue — which was exactly what it was billed to be. At a most 
improbable time, when religious hatred fueled wars and drove political policies in Europe, Polish Roman 
Catholics, Orthodox Eastern Christians and at least two Protestant sects — Lutherans and Calvinists — agreed 
to live and let live, to disagree unbloodily, and to foment their mutual love. 
 
This was the classical expression of the Polish ideal, of Polishness lived on the practical — the horizontal — plane 
of worldly existence. This republican form of national government, aligned with the fixed orientation of Catholic 
Poles to Christ’s salvation through Rome, summarized for a warring world what Poles conceived themselves to 
be as a nation." 

 
8 https://www.britannica.com/event/Council-of-Constance 
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* 
 
 Thus did the people of Poland form three pacts: the Piast Pact with the Holy See in 990, the Pact with the Roman 
Catholic Primate of Poland as the Interrex of 1573, and the Pact with Mary as the Queen of Poland of 1655. 
 As Martin explains in detail, these pacts enabled and sustained extraordinary achievements by the people and 
leaders of Poland. 
 But those achievements were followed by a concerted effort to erase them from world memory. Cancel culture 
was applied by Poland’s teleopolitical enemies, to bury an entire people and their history. 
Perhaps Poland’s example of a pluralistic, constitutional republic consecrated to God provides a good answer to the 
question: “If not the global transhumanist totalitarianism now being wrought by the world’s billionaires, through the 
mass formation phenomenon of the Covid narrative, then what?”  
 
*  *  * 
 
Jan. 8, 2022 Setting up to stuff the January bundle for the American Amateur Press Association 
 

 
 
 

 
*  *  * 
 
Jan. 9, 2022 - Sotomayor 
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*  *  * 
 
Jan. 11, 2022 - Joseph Murphy report 
 
Summary of DARPA analyst’s report provided to Project Veritas and published today. 
Link to the 24-page report9 assembled by Major Joseph Murphy, US Marine Corps, of the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) Directors Office (DIRO) published by Project Veritas10 today. 
 
The report is dated August 13, 2021, and was apparently submitted to the Department of Defense Inspector General. 
The content I summarize below is found on pages 2 through 7. 
If I understand correctly, and if it’s true, Major Murphy collected and analyzed evidence contained in EcoHealth 
proposal documents submitted to DARPA in March 2018, and from that evidence, he concluded: 

1. SARS-Cov-2 was designed by scientists working at EcoHealth Alliance and the Wuhan Institute of Virology 
and other, associated research institutions, to be an aerosolized spike protein inoculant to be delivered to 
bats in caves in Yunnan, China. 

2. The “ostensible” purpose of the project was to “prevent another SARS-CoV pandemic, by reinforcing the bats’ 
immune systems through a process somewhat like “vaccination.” 

3. The plan was to “improve” the “attenuated” [weaker] spike protein by causing it to “deattenuate” [increase in 
potency] through introducing it into humanized mice with “spike-protein-only antibodies” and then “batified” 
mice, and then the bats themselves. “The attenuated virus will either die or adapt its form [deattenuate] to 
neutralize the spike protein-only antibodies” and by neutralizing them, continue to replicate in the organism. 

4. Instead, because of the mass inoculation of the world’s humans, this “deattenuation” or increase in potency, is 
now happening in the human population. 

5. EcoHealth, led by Peter Daszak, originally submitted the DEFUSE funding request to DARPA in March 
2018,*11 in response to a January 2018 DARPA solicitation12, but DARPA denied13 the application because it 
violated the federal moratorium on “gain of function research.” [The denial document linked by Project Veritas 
appears to be a paraphrase of some other, blame-shifting DARPA document. It is undated and unsigned.] 

6. The EcoHealth application stated that researchers would “inoculate bats with novel chimeric polyvalent spike 
proteins to enhance their adaptive immune memory against specific high-risk viruses.” 

7. After being turned down by DARPA, Daszak apparently got funding from Anthony Fauci’s National Institutes 
of Health National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIH/NIAID). The project moved forward until 
the “initial escape” occurred in August 2019, and the program was allegedly shut down in April 2020. 

8. SARS-CoV-2 is “a synthetic spike protein chimera engineered to attach to human ACE-2 receptors and 
inserted into a recombinant bat SARSr-CoV backbone.” 

9. “…it is less a virus than it is engineered spike proteins hitch-hiking a ride on a SARSr-CoV quasi species 
swarm.” 

10. The reason why the illness preferentially sickens and kills the elderly and those who are ill with multiple 
other diseases is the same reason that vaccines preferentially kill the same populations: their immune systems 
are already weak, and the challenge from any vaccine or, in this case, the aerosolized spike protein inoculant, 
overwhelms their organ systems and kills them. 

11. Daszak, Fauci and other insiders knew, from their research into how to infect the bats in the caves, using 
aerosol delivery, that masks would not block transmission or infection, because they tested the delivery 
systems on masked civets. Fauci shoved masks on the faces of the world’s people anyway. 

12. Daszak, Fauci and other insiders knew that treatments including ivermectin and chloroquine phosphate 
(hydroxychloroquine) worked well to “modulate the immune response” and “inhibit viral replication that 
spreads the spike protein around the body (which induce a harmful overactive immune response as the body 
tries to clear the spikes from the ACE2 receptors).” This is the cytokine storm. 

13. Fauci, Daszak and other insiders — including the Department of Defense recipients of Major Murphy’s report 
after August 2021 — used governments and mass media throughout 2020 and 2021 to knowingly suppress 

 
9https://assets.ctfassets.net/syq3snmxclc9/2mVob3c1aDd8CNvVnyei6n/95af7dbfd2958d4c2b8494048b4889b5/JAG_Docs_pt1_Og_WATERMARK_
OVER_Redacted.pdf 
10 https://www.projectveritas.com/news/military-documents-about-gain-of-function-contradict-fauci-testimony-under/ 
11 https://assets.ctfassets.net/syq3snmxclc9/4NFC6M83ewzKLf6DvAygb4/0cf477f75646e718afb332b7ac6c3cd1/defuse-
proposal_watermark_Redacted.pdf 
12 https://assets.ctfassets.net/syq3snmxclc9/6K3RxB1DVf6ZhVxQLSJzxl/6be5c276bc8af7921ce6b23f0975a6c3/A_prempt-background-
hr001118s0017.pdf 
13 https://assets.ctfassets.net/syq3snmxclc9/5OjsrkkXHfuHps6Lek1MO0/5e7a0d86d5d67e8d153555400d9dcd17/defuse-project-rejection-by-
darpa.pdf 
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information and withhold those treatments from the world’s doctors, pharmacists and patients, including US 
military and medical personnel. 

14. Daszak, Fauci and other insiders also knew, through the research program, that a mass-manufactured, 
injectable, bloodstream form of the spike protein inoculant would not be effective as disease-preventative 
“vaccines,” because they are simply “synthetic replications of the already-synthetic SARSr-CoV-WIV spike 
proteins” that replicate inside the body and trigger the destructive immune response. 

15. Fauci, Daszak and other insiders — including the recipients of Major Murphy’s report after August 2021 — 
used governments and mass media throughout 2020 and 2021 to knowingly promote universal, repeated 
injection of those poisonous inoculants into the world’s people, including US military and medical personnel. 

16. They knew what patients, doctors and nurses later discovered: that the deadly immune response to infection 
with the original aerosolized inoculant delivered to the Yunnan bats and to naturally-infected people, is 
mirrored in response to infection with the bloodstream inoculant in the mRNA “vaccines,” and magnified 
because it bypasses the protection afforded by the nasal passages. 

17. Daszak, Fauci and other insiders knew that the risk of “antibody dependent enhancement” (ADE) was very 
high, and that a mass vaccination campaign was likely to carry out the original gain-of-function process, but 
in humans instead of in bats. 

18. The files detailing the project were hidden by being placed, unmarked, in July 2021, in shared folders on the 
DARPA Biological Technologies Office JWICS (top secret) share drive, which is where Major Murphy located 
them. 

19. Major Murphy believed that by presenting the information to his DARPA supervisors, authorities could 
“correct the existing pandemic strategy,” moving away from “limiting disease transmission” as the “implied 
strategic end, as it is not the actual problem, nor is it actually feasible.” 

20. Instead, he believed, the national strategy would “align early treatment protocols and prophylaxis with the 
known curatives,” namely, Ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine and other repurposed medications. 

 
* 
 
 If Major Murphy’s information is true and his analysis is correct, and if I understand it correctly, the sequence of 
events — starting with the “escape” of the infectious viral material around August 2019 — explains why the spike 
protein gene serum manufacturers were designing their toxic products by December 201914 before15 the world became 
aware of the outbreak in January 2020.  
 They had access to the research planning materials and experimental data and samples collected by EcoHealth 
and WIV scientists between the start of the program in 2018, and the escape incident in August 2019. 
 
OPINION 
 
 There are a lot of things that make Major Murphy’s account ring true. 
 However, the DEFUSE funding proposal to DARPA itself was released many months ago, if not longer (*I 
downloaded a less-redacted version16 to my iPad at some point in the last year, and uploaded it to the Bailiwick News 
Archives Research page17 a few weeks ago.). 
Major Murphy’s 24-page report about the project is an analyst’s account of a hubristic scientific error followed by a 
government and media-coordinated cover-up. 
But his narrative doesn’t explain why the US and other world governments, once they became aware of the scientific 
error, went far beyond a simple coverup operation, and instead: 

• crushed the world economy and terrorized and atomized civil society for two years, continuing and escalating 
in the present;  

• consolidated the political power and wealth formerly held by civil society into their own hands;  
• arranged for pharmaceutical corporate executives and shareholders to profit financially from the scientific 

error; and  
• escalated the disaster from accidental but treatable pandemic to intentional, premeditated mass murder, by 

shutting down early treatment and instead injecting the world’s human population with high doses of the toxic 
spike protein, and genetic blueprints to cause the human recipients of the toxic spike protein to become cellular 
manufacturers of more of the toxin. 

 
14 https://archive.is/JzSiP 
15 https://factnest.com/activism/rcmp-officer-on-unpaid-leave-pens-emotional-covid-19-letter/ 
16 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/2018.03-ecohealth-alliance-proposal-for-bat-research.pdf 
17 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.wordpress.com/research-files/ 
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Those are moral, political and financial choices better explained by the transhumanist project promoted by the World 
Economic Forum, its allies within major governmental (executive, legislative and judicial), religious, financial, 
educational, political and media institutions around the world, and its chief public spokesman, Klaus Schwab. 
If taken at face value, including Major Murphy’s account of how he concluded that the EcoHealth document would be 
“concealed,” and locatable, in a “higher network,” such that he “found them where he expected them to be,” the 
information will be useful for American politicians interested in charging Fauci, Daszak and a few other scientists 
with some crimes of malfeasance. 
It therefore reads to me like one more piece of the psychological manipulation campaign. 
(https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/mass-formation-self-destructive-nature) 
It seems intended and designed to refocus 
global public attention — increasingly 
becoming public rage as harms mount 
and more evidence emerges — on a new, 
punishable object (Fauci, Daszak and 
other corrupt, hubristic scientists) 
selected by the global political and 
financial manipulators.  
It draws our attention away from the 
urgent need to defend ourselves against 
the manipulators themselves, and their 
advancing, expanding crimes against 
humanity. 
 
*  *  * 
 
Jan. 20, 2022 - Gen Z speaking out. Student blasts mask mandates, 'Thanks' school board for teaching 
kids thinking for themselves is over-rated. 
https://www.louderwithcrowder.com/school-board-naperville 
 
 "Thank you, school board and superintendent Bridges, for not using your power to push back on the state of 
Illinois about the mask mandate. We get to wear masks all day every day, now. Isn't that great?" 
 "Thank you for teaching students that our own mental health is much less important than making triple-
vaccinated adults feel safe." 
 "Thank you for allowing me to experience the anxiety associated with never seeing facial expressions." 
 "Thank you for teaching us that we should never question authority or think critically, but instead, we should 
follow whatever the people in charge tell us to do. Obedience is best. I realize now that thinking for yourself is 
overrated and not really necessary when you can just make decisions based on fear." 
 "Thank you for pushing your irrational fears and anxieties on me because I didn't already have enough to worry 
about. I realize now how easy I had it when I only had to worry about my classes, my grades, SAT, and getting into 
college." 
 "Thank you for teaching me that being a morally superior person only requires that I cover my face for eight 
hours a day and that the most morally superior people wear two masks or even three masks." 
 "I ask you, don't give in: stay strong, stay courageous, stay quiet, and let's keep masks on kids forever." 
 
 
* 
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Jan. 25, 2022 - Keep on rockin' in the free world. Canadian 
and American truckers fighting back for all of us. 
https://youtu.be/WTtEk45Op7o 
 
 
* 
 
Jan. 26, 2022 - Bailiwick News Volume 5. Formatted as PDFs 
 
 Each January for the last few years, I’ve converted Bailiwick 
News editions that weren’t already in PDF form, into PDFs, and 
then assembled them into volumes, that I then have printed and 
bound by Lulu.com. 
  The bound volumes are then donated to the Penn State Special 
Collections Library18  
 The individual PDFs are available at Bailiwick News 
Archives at the Volume 5 page19, along with the first four volumes, 
each at their own pages. 
 

• 2020 Covid journal20 -  
• January 2021 – Bailiwick News21 -  
• February 2021 – Bailiwick News22 
• March 2021 – Bailiwick News23 
• April 2021 – Gab posts24 
• May 2021 – Reading Log25  
• May 2021 – Bailiwick News and Gab posts26 
• June 2021 – Bailiwick News27 
• July 2021 – Bailiwick News28 
• August 2021 – Bailiwick News29 
• September 2021 – Bailiwick News30 
• October 2021 – Bailiwick News31 
• November 2021 – Bailiwick News32  
• December 2021 – Bailiwick News33 

 
 
*  *  * 
 
Jan. 27, 2022 - Give me death or give me liberty 
https://youtu.be/iSnWndL_HZQ 
 
*  *  * 
 

 
18 https://catalog.libraries.psu.edu/catalog/22605868 and the Centre County Library & Historical Society (Bellefonte). 
https://search.centrecountylibrary.org/Search/Results?sort=relevance&lookfor=Bailiwick+News 
19 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.wordpress.com/volume-5-2021/ 
20 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/2.3.21-covid-journal-1.pdf 
21 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/2021.01-january-bailiwick-news-collected.pdf 
22 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/3.1.21-bailiwick-news-collected.pdf 
23 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/march-2021-collected-bailiwick-news.pdf 
24 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/kgwatt-writing.pdf 
25 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/may-2021-compiled-articles-with-excerpts.pdf 
26 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/2021.05-bailiwick-posts.pdf 
27 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/2021.06-bailiwick-posts.pdf 
28 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/2021.07-july-bailiwick-posts.pdf 
29 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/2021.08-august-bailiwick-posts.pdf 
30 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/2021.09-september-bailiwick-posts.pdf 
31 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/2021.10-october-bailiwick-posts.pdf 
32 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/2021.11-november-bailiwick-posts.pdf 
33 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/2021.12-december-bailiwick-posts.pdf 
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Jan. 27, 2022 - Information sources 
 
 If Substack falls, please find me on Gab. 
If Substack folds to censorship demands, please 
find me on Gab.34 
 Substack’s infrastructure platform is 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) which is the same 
platform Parler relied on, which is why Parler 
could be shut down overnight in January 2021 
by the tech overlords, at the direction of 
Democratic government officials, using Section 
230 threats, as a way to pretend it’s private 
companies, and not the government, engaging 
in censorship of First Amendment free 
speech. Overview here.35 
 
Gab 
 
 Gab, headed by Andrew Torba, has its own infrastructure, because the tech overlords and Democratic government 
officials have been trying for many years to kill the company, which forced Gab to create its own platform just to 
survive. 
 I highly recommend Gab. I’ve been on it since March 2021, and it is the real deal for free speech. You can tell, 
because you will be exposed to things you don’t agree with. 
 I post links to the news reports and analytical essays I’ve been reading, podcasts I’ve listened to, or videos I’ve 
watched. 
 I post a lot at Gab: at least a dozen links per day.  
 (That’s the source for the occasional “what I’ve been reading” lists published here at Substack.) 
 
Wordpress 
 
 I also have a Wordpress site36, mostly used as a backup in recent years. Wordpress also sits on big tech platforms 
and is equally susceptible to instant deletion. 
 
Dreamwidth 
 
 And I have a Dreamwidth site37. I don’t know what platform Dreamwidth uses, or how susceptible the company 
will be to government-directed censorship as the ghettoization of independent thought continues. It’s just a placeholder 
for now. 
 
* 
 
Substack Writers I Read and Recommend 
 

• Alex Berenson - https://alexberenson.substack.com/ 
• El gato malo - https://boriquagato.substack.com/ 
• Steve Kirsch - https://stevekirsch.substack.com/ 
• Robert Malone - https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/ 
• Jeff Childers - https://www.coffeeandcovid.com/ 
• Darby Shaw - https://darbyshaw.substack.com/ 
• Toby Rogers - https://tobyrogers.substack.com/ 
• Jessica Rose - https://jessicar.substack.com/ 
• Margaret Anna Alice - https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/ 
• Aaron Siri - https://aaronsiri.substack.com/ 
• Pierre Kory - https://pierrekory.substack.com/ 

 
34 https://gab.com/kgwatt 
35 https://www.joebiden.news/2021-06-28-document-dump-big-tech-censoring-americans-government.html 
36 https://bailiwicknewsarchives.wordpress.com/ 
37 https://kgwatt.dreamwidth.org/ 
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• Byram Bridle - https://viralimmunologist.substack.com/ 
• Eugyppius - https://eugyppius.substack.com/ 
• Naked Emperor - https://nakedemperor.substack.com/ 
• Igor Chudov - https://igorchudov.substack.com/ 
• Colleen Huber - https://colleenhuber.substack.com/ 
• Joel Smalley - https://metatron.substack.com/ 
• Jonathan Irons - https://worldedge.substack.com/ 
• Paul Alexander - https://palexander.substack.com/ 
• CJ Hopkins - https://cjhopkins.substack.com/ 
• Emily Hill - https://emilyhill.substack.com/ 
• Aaron Kheriaty - https://aaronkheriaty.substack.com/ 
• James Hill - https://hillmd.substack.com/ 
• Quoth the Raven - https://quoththeraven.substack.com/ 
• Matt Taibbi - https://taibbi.substack.com/ 
• Glenn Greenwald - https://greenwald.substack.com/ 

 
Non-Substack Sources 
 

• Jeffrey Tucker (Brownstone Institute) - https://brownstone.org/author/jeffrey-tucker/ 
• Daniel Horowitz (The Blaze) - https://www.theblaze.com/u/danielhorowitz 
• Joy Pullman (Federalist) - https://thefederalist.com/author/joy-pullmann/ 
• Stella Mirabito (Federalist) - https://thefederalist.com/author/stellamorabito/ 
• Rintrah - https://www.rintrah.nl/ 
• Peter McCullough (Podcast at America Out Loud) - https://www.americaoutloud.com/the-mccullough-report/ 
• Russell Brand (YouTube) - https://www.youtube.com/user/russellbrand 
• DailyExpose.UK - https://dailyexpose.uk/ 
• Real Not Rare - https://www.realnotrare.com/ 
• Orwell City - https://www.orwell.city/ 

 
*   
 
Some of my recent reading… 
 
COVID-19: Democratic Voters Support Harsh Measures Against Unvaccinated. Rasmussen. Jan. 13, 2022 
https://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/partner_surveys/jan_2022/covid_19_democratic_voters_su
pport_harsh_measures_against_unvaccinated 
 

Fifty-nine percent (59%) of Democratic voters would favor a government policy requiring that citizens remain 
confined to their homes at all times, except for emergencies, if they refuse to get a COVID-19 vaccine. Such a 
proposal is opposed by 61% of all likely voters, including 79% of Republicans and 71% of unaffiliated voters. 

 
* 
 
Covid Predators: Our next black legend. Remnant Newspaper. Jan. 13, 2022 
https://remnantnewspaper.com/web/index.php/articles/item/5794-covid-predators-our-next-black-legend 
 
“[The Church's response in the United States to the clerical sex abuse crises] Virtus38 undoubtedly failed to prepare 
Catholics for covid grooming. We were first told that we were very, very vulnerable. We were then isolated from 
family, friends, and work. We were next subjected to a physical touch, the mask, which was often unwanted. During 
the entire process, we were conditioned to accept the eventual penetration of our bodies for injection of genetic 
material. One injection is not enough, of course, so we must be penetrated again and again. And we are told that 
refusing any of these steps, especially the injections, will mean punishment.” 
 
* 
 
The Latin Mass: Viganò Remembers What Francis Wants Us to Forget. Remnant Newspaper, Jan. 14, 2022 

 
38 https://www.virtusonline.org/virtus/ 
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https://remnantnewspaper.com/web/index.php/articles/item/5800-the-latin-mass-vigano-remembers-what-francis-
wants-us-to-forget 
 

“There is another aspect of the traditional Holy Mass that I would like to emphasize, and that unites us to the 
Saints and Martyrs of the past. Since the times of the catacombs up until the most recent persecutions, 
wherever a priest celebrates the Holy Sacrifice, even in an attic or a cellar, in the woods or in a barn, or even in 
a van, he is mystically in communion with that host of heroic witnesses of the Faith, and the gaze of the Most 
Holy Trinity rests on that improvised altar; before it all the angelic hosts genuflect adoringly; all of the souls in 
purgatory gaze toward it. In this too, especially in this, each of us understands how the Tradition creates an 
indissoluble link between the centuries, not only in the jealous custody of that treasure, but also in facing the 
trials that it entails, even unto death.” 

 
* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brilliant agitprop appears in Washington DC. Conservative Treehouse. Jan. 15, 2022. 
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/01/15/brilliant-agitprop-appears-in-washington-dc/ 
 
* 
 
Deaths among male Teens increased by 53% following Covid-19 Vaccination in 2021 and the Death spikes correlate 
perfectly with the uptake of dose 1, 2 & 3. Daily Expose. Jan. 15, 2022 
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/16/male-teen-deaths-53-percent-higher-after-covid-vaccination-in-2021/ 
 
* 
 
The godless agenda: from Davos to the Vatican. Michael Matt, Remnant Newspaper. Jan. 16, 2022 
https://remnantnewspaper.com/web/index.php/articles/item/5801-the-godless-agenda-from-davos-to-the-vatican 
 

“Looking at the political elite's war on God, Michael asks the question: How much worse does it have to get 
before mainstream Catholics realize that if civilization is to survive, every practicing Catholic must become a 
Traditionalist, just as every God-fearing patriot must become a true Conservative?” 

 
* 
 
how to generate a societal immune system. El Gato Malo, Substack. Jan. 17, 2022 
https://boriquagato.substack.com/p/how-to-generate-a-societal-immune 
 

covid was too much, too fast, too visibly, too soon. 
 
they had to adapt and play a real time game that would show results in weeks and months, not decades. they 
should NEVER have tried to play for such high stakes and rapid gains...it not only revealed to us who they all 
were, but what they were. 
 
the technocratic wunderkinds failed to live up to billing and the failure was unmistakable 
 

* 
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New England Journal of Medicine Puts Lipstick on a [CDC] Pig, Again. Darby Shaw, Substack, Jan. 17, 2022 
https://darbyshaw.substack.com/p/new-england-journal-of-medicine-puts 
 

This one is a major red flag. It says that 35 adolescents who were screened for the study had been admitted to 
the hospital within 14 days of their first shot. All 35 were completely excluded from the final study results. 

 
*  *  * 
 
Jan. 31, 2022 - Attorney Todd Callender explains the legal framework for suspension of human rights 
and civil liberties globally 
https://www.americaoutloud.com/compulsory-vaccination-and-forced-quarantine-camps-in-arizona/ 
 
 Set in motion by Bank of International Settlements in 1990, ratified by national governments in 2005, 
implemented in 2020 with “WHO-declared pandemic.” 
 Extremely interesting and useful podcast.39  
 It covers the legal redefinition of genetically-modified human beings as nonhuman, and therefore potentially 
without legally-cognizable human rights, through Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, US 
Supreme Court, 2013. No. 12-398 
 Also covers the relationship between the ICD-10 (international diagnosis code) and the funding mechanisms of 
the CARES Act (which I covered at the Centre County level for a few months in Spring 202140.) 
Also covers military merger with public health systems, and hospital murder protocols. 
Lots of material. 
 

“The 2005 International Health Regulations (Agreement) signed by all of the world’s countries, provided that in 
the event of a declared global pandemic, all human, constitutional, and charter rights guaranteed by each country 
were to be suspended with the World Health Organization in control of the solution. This legal framework was 
set into motion in March 2020 when the WHO declared a global pandemic. 
 
DrLee4America interviews international attorney, Todd Callender, who founded Disabled Rights Advocates, and 
is the attorney of record on the Department of Defense lawsuit against vaccine mandates for the US Military. In 
this show, Callender lays out the historical and legal framework setting the stage for the Arizona Governor’s 
executive orders to implement the “Australia Plan” of forced quarantine camps and compulsory vaccination in 
America.” 

 
Comments: 
 
 The information is terrifying, but important for understanding the spiritual war we’re all engaged in simply 
because we happen to be alive right now.  
 I find it better to know the Enemy, the Enemy’s goals and the Enemy’s legal and psychological tools and tactics, 
than not to know. 
 Also important to keep in mind, the Enemy tries very hard to persuade people that the structural changes in 
human society made in the past are irreversible, and the changes planned for the future are inevitable. 
 Both assertions are false, because humans have free will, are created in the image of God and have recourse to 
God’s guidance and God’s mercy. 
 Even the humans within legislatures and courts have that free will. 
 
 
 

 
39 https://www.americaoutloud.com/compulsory-vaccination-and-forced-quarantine-camps-in-arizona/ 
40 https://bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/preliminary-2020-all-cause-mortality 


